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(57) ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this invention is to reduce the changes in the 
conditions of the processing for projecting shots, and to 
downsize the air-type shot-treatment machine 10 and sim
plify its structure. An air-type shot-treatment machine 10 
comprises a table 12 to hold an article to be processed, 
wherein the table 12 can rotate the article and lift and lower it, 
a nozzle 16 to project shots toward the article together with 
compressed air, wherein the nozzle 16 is fixed so that it is 
oriented toward the article, and is connected to a pressurized 
tank 46 by means of a connecting device 44 having a wear
resistant hose 40, an adjusting device 18 to adjust the quality 
of shots projected from the nozzle 16, wherein the adjusting 
device 18 is disposed at the connecting device 44, a rotating 
device 20 to rotate the table 12, a moving device 22 to lift and 
lower the table 12, and a control device 24 to control the 
adjusting device 18 and the rotating device 20 so that while 
the table 12 is being rotated, the shots are being projected 
toward the article to be processed, and, further, to control the 
moving device 22 so that the table 12 is lifted and lowered. 
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AIR-TYPE SHOT-TREATMENT MACHINE 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

This invention relates to an air-type shot-treatment 5 

machine. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

2 
a moving device to move the support member in a direction 

along a rotational axis of the support member, and 
a control device to control the adjusting device and the rotat

ing device so that while the support member is being 
rotated, the shots are projected toward the article held by 
the support member, and, further, to control the moving 
device so that the support member is moved in the direction 
along the rotational axis of the support member. 
For the present air-type shot-treatment machine, the nozzle 

10 is fixed so that it is oriented toward the article. Thus, any 
change of the deformation of the wear-resistant hose connect
ing the nozzle and a pressurized tank can be eliminated. 
Consequently, the change of the conditions of the processing 

Conventionally, an air-type shot-treatment machine is used 
for processing products by projecting shots at them. For 
example, products that have a plurality of gears coaxially 
disposed on a shaft with predetermined intervals, or products 
that have a plurality of gears coaxially disposed on a shaft in 

15 
contact with each other, are processed by projecting shots 
while a support member to hold the products and a nozzle for 
projecting the shots are fixed in position. 

for projecting shots can be eliminated. 
Further, the support member is movable in a direction 

along its rotational axis by means of the moving device con
trolled by the control device. 

However, for such a machine, the support member (to hold 
the gears) must he changed when the respective gears are 
replaced and processed. Thus, it takes much time to change 
the tooling for processing the products. 

Thus, since the present machine can he downsized com
pared to a system in which the entire nozzle, pressurized tank, 

20 and several types of valves attached to them, etc., are lifted 
and lowered together, the structure of the machine can he 
simplified. 

To solve this problem, an air-type shot-treatment machine 
having a nozzle that can ascend and descend is provided so as 
to avoid the change of the tooling being required when the 25 

respective gears are replaced and processed. (Sec Patent 
Document 1.) 
Patent Document 1: Japanese Patent Laid-open Publication 

No. HS-216024 

An air-type shot-treatment machine of a second aspect has 
the following constitution: 

the air-type shot-treatment machine of the first aspect, 
wherein the support member can be moved in a vertical direc
tion that corresponds to the direction along the rotational axis 
of the support member, wherein the nozzle can project shots 
in the horizontal direction, and wherein the moving device 

DISCLOSURES OF INVENTION 
30 has a motor for moving the support member in the direction 

along the rotational axis of the support member, which motor 
is disposed above the support member. 

For the present air-type shot-treatment machine, the motor 
for moving the support member in the direction along the 

However, for the air-type shot-treatment machine, when 
the nozzle ascends and descends, the deformation of a wear
resistant hose connecting the nozzle and a pressurized tank is 
changed. Consequently, it causes a problem, such that the 
conditions of the processing for projecting shots are changed. 

35 rotational axis of the support member, which motor acts as a 
driving source disposed at the moving device, is disposed 
above the support member. Thus, the shots projected from the 
nozzle can he prevented from hitting the motor for moving the To reduce the changes in the conditions of the processing 

for projecting shots, the entire nozzle, the pressurized tank, 
and several types of valves attached to them, etc., can be lifted 40 

and lowered together. However, in such a case, much equip
ment is required, and the machine becomes large. Further, it is 
possible to equip a plurality of nozzles corresponding to 
respective gears. However, in such a case, many tanks are 
required, and piping systems become complicated. Thus, the 45 

entire structure of the machine becomes complicated. 
This invention is conceived to solve the problems 

explained in the above paragraphs. The purpose of this inven
tion is to reduce the changes in the conditions of the process
ing for projecting shots, and to achieve downsizing of the 50 

air-type shot-treatment machine and simplification of its 
structure. 

To achieve the purposes explained in the above paragraph, 

support member. 
An air-type shot-treatment machine of a third aspect has 

the following constitution: 
the air-type shot-treatment machine of the first or the second 

aspect, 
the moving device further comprising: 
the motor for moving the support member, wherein the motor 

is disposed at the side of one end of the rotational axis of the 
support member, and 

a moving portion integrated with the rotating device, wherein 
the moving portion can move in the direction of the rota
tional axis of the support member together with the support 
member, and can move in the direction of the rotational 
axis of the support member by means of the rotational force 
of the motor for moving the support member, and 

the rotating device further comprising: an air-type shot-treatment machine of a first aspect of this 
invention comprises: 
a support member to hold an article to be processed, wherein 

the member can rotate the article and move the article in a 
direction along a rotational axis of the support member, 

55 a mechanism for transmitting a rotational force connected to 
the support member, wherein the mechanism is disposed at 
the side of the other end of the rotational axis of the support 
member, and 

a nozzle to project shots toward the article together with 
compressed air, wherein the nozzle is fixed so that it is 60 

oriented toward the article, and is connected to a pressur
ized tank by means of a connecting device having a wear
resistant hose, 

an adjusting device to adjust the quantity of shots projected 
from the nozzle, wherein the adjusting device is disposed at 65 

the connecting device, 
a rotating device to rotate the support member, 

a motor for rotating the support member to give a rotational 
force to the support member by means of the mechanism 
for transmitting the rotational force, wherein the motor is 
disposed at the side of one end of the mechanism for 
transmitting a rotational force in the direction of the rota
tional axis of the support member. 
For the present air-type shot-treatment machine, the 

mechanism for transmitting a rotational force of the rotational 
device is disposed at the side of the other end of the rotational 
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axis of the support member, namely, at the side opposite the 
location of the motor for moving the support member. Fur
ther, the motor for rotating the support member is disposed at 
the side of one end of the mechanism for transmitting a 
rotational force in the direction of the rotational axis of the 5 

4 
For the present air-type shot-treatment machine, even 

though the products have a plurality of gears coaxially dis
posed on a shaft in contact with each other, since the support 
member is continuously moved, the plurality of gears are 
processed in series by projecting the shots toward them. Thus, 
the plurality of gears disposed on a shaft in contact with each 
other can be efficiently processed. 

An air-type shot-treatment machine of a seventh aspect has 
the following constitution: 

support member, namely, at the side of the mechanism toward 
the motor for moving the support member. Thus, compared to 
when the motor for rotating the support member is disposed at 
the side of the other end of the mechanism, the air-type 
shot-treatment machine can be downsized in the direction of 
the rotational axis of the support member. 

10 the air-type shot-treatment machine of any one of the first to 
the sixth aspects, 

An air-type shot-treatment machine of a fourth aspect has 
the following constitution: 

the air-type shot-treatment machine of the third aspect, 
15 

wherein the moving portion has a box-like shaped housing, 
and the motor for rotating the support member is disposed in 
the housing of the moving portion. 

wherein the control device controls the moving device so that 
the speed of the movement of the support member is 
changed in response to the shape of the article to be pro
cessed. 
For the present air-type shot-treatment machine, since the 

speed of the movement of the support member is changed in 
response to the shape of the article to be processed, the article 
can be properly processed in response to the shape of the For the present air-type shot-treatment machine, the motor 

for rotating the support member is disposed in the housing of 
the moving portion, which housing has a box-like shape. 
Thus, the shots projected from the nozzle can be prevented 
from hitting the motor for rotating the support member. 

20 article. 

Effects of the Invention 

As explained in the above paragraphs in detail, based on the An air-type shot-treatment machine of a fifth aspect has the 
following constitution: 

the air-type shot-treatment machine of any one of the first 
to the fourth aspects, 

25 present invention the change of the conditions of the process
ing for projecting shots can be eliminated. Further, the air
type shot-treatment machine can be downsized, and the struc
ture of the machine can be simplified. wherein the machine processes the products that have a 

plurality of gears coaxially disposed on a shaft with predeter
mined intervals, and wherein the shaft is held by the support 30 

member so that the longitudinal direction of the shaft corre
sponds to the rotational axis of the support member, and 
wherein the control device controls the moving device so that 

the following steps are alternately carried out: 
a step for stopping the support member moving in the direc- 35 

tion of its rotational axis at the position where the shots can 
he projected toward any one of the plurality of gears, and 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shows a side view of a tank, which is a part of an 
air-type shot-treatment machine of an embodiment of this 
invention. 

FIG. 2 shows a side sectional view of the air-type shot
treatment machine of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 shows a front sectional view of the air-type shot
treatment machine of FIG. 1. a step for moving the support member in the direction of its 

rotational axis to change the gear to be processed by pro
jecting the shots from one to another of the plurality of 
gears. 

FIG. 4 shows an elevational view of an air-type shot-treat-
40 ment machine of an embodiment of this invention, which 

shows the entire constitution of the machine. 
For the present air-type shot-treatment machine, even 

though the products have a plurality of gears coaxially dis
posed on a shaft with predetermined intervals, the following 
steps are alternately carried out: 

a step for stopping the support member moving in the 
direction of its rotational axis at the position where the shots 
can be projected toward any one of the plurality of gears, and 

45 

a step for moving the support member in the direction of its 
rotational axis to change the gear to be processed by project- 50 

ing the shots from one to another of the plurality of gears. 
Thus, even though the plurality of gears are spaced apart 

from each other, each gear can be properly processed by 
projecting the shots toward the gear. 

An air-type shot-treatment machine of a sixth aspect has 55 

the following constitution: 
the air-type shot-treatment machine of any one of the first 

to the fourth aspects, wherein the machine processes the 
products that have a plurality of gears coaxially disposed on a 
shaft in contact with each other, and wherein the shaft is held 60 

by the support member so that the longitudinal direction of 
the shaft corresponds to the rotational axis of the support 
member, and 

wherein the control device controls the moving device so 
that the plurality of gears are processed in series by projecting 65 

the shots toward them while the support member is continu
ously moved. 

FIG. 5 shows a side view of an air-type shot-treatment 
machine ofan embodiment of this invention, which shows the 
entire constitution of the machine. 

FIG. 6 shows a plane view of an air-type shot-treatment 
machine ofan embodiment of this invention, which shows the 
entire constitution of the machine. 

FIG. 7 shows an explanatory diagram of the operation of 
the air-type shot-treatment machine when the products that 
have a plurality of gears that are coaxially disposed on a shaft 
with a predetermined interval are processed. 

FIG. 8 shows an explanatory diagram of the operation of 
the air-type shot-treatment machine when the products that 
have a plurality of gears coaxially disposed on a shaft in 
contact with each other are processed. 

PREFERRED EMBODIMENT OF THE 
INVENTION 

Based on the figures, below an embodiment of this inven
tion is explained. 

The air-type shot-treatment machine 10 of an embodiment 
of this invention, which machine is shown in FIGS. 1-3, is 
used for shot peening treatment works, for example. The 
machine 10 comprises a table 12, which acts as a support 
member, a holding mechanism 14, a nozzle 16, an adjusting 
device 18 to adjust the quantity of shots, a rotating device 20, 
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a lifting and lowering device 22, which acts as a moving 
device, a control device 24, and a cabinet 26. 

6 
portion 72 of a lifting and lowering device 22, which is 
explained below in detail. The rotating device 20 comprises a 
motor for rotating the support member 58, a mechanism for 
transmitting a rotational force 60, and the case 62. The motor 

As shown in FIG. 2, the table 12 is housed in the cabinet 26 
and has a rotational shaft 28 disposed on the central axis of the 
table 12. The rotational shaft 28 extends in the vertical direc
tion and is rotatably supported by a case 62 of the rotating 
device 20, which device 20 is explained below in detail. The 
upper surface 12A of the table 12 is formed as a surface for 
supporting products 100, which are articles to he processed. 
There are gears of an automatic transmission (AT parts), as an 
example of the products 100 to be processed. 

5 for rotating the support member 58 is disposed above the 
mechanism for transmitting a rotational force 60 and is dis
posed in the moving portion 72, which has a box-like shaped 
housing. 

The mechanism for transmitting a rotational force 60 is 

The holding mechanism 14 comprises a holding rod 30, a 
rotating mechanism 32, an air cylinder 34, and a lever 36. The 
holding rod 30 extends in the vertical direction. The lower 
portion of the holding rod 30, which portion corresponds to 
the lower part from the center of the holding rod 30 in the 
longitudinal direction, is housed in the cabinet 26. A holding 
part 38 is disposed at the lower end of the holding rod 30 to 
push the products 100 toward the table 12. 

10 disposed below the table 12 and comprises a plurality of gears 
64, 65, 66. The gear 64 is fixed to the rotational shaft of the 
motor for rotating the support member 58. The gear 65 is 
engaged with the gear 64 and is rotatable supported by the 
case 62. Further, the gear 66 is engaged with the gear 65 and 

15 fixed to the rotational shaft 28. 
When the motor for rotating the support member 58 is 

driven, the rotational force of the motor 58 is transferred to the 
rotational shaft 28 by way of the plurality of gears 64, 65, 66, 
and then the table 12 is rotated. 

The lifting and lowering device 22 lifts and lowers the table 
12. The device 22 comprises a motor for lifting and lowering 
the support member 68, which motor acts as the motor for 
moving the support member, a ball screw assembly 70, and 
the moving portion 72. The motor for lifting and lowering the 

The rotating mechanism 32 is disposed at the upper wall of 20 

the cabinet 26. The rotating mechanism 32 supports the hold
ing rod 30 so that it is rotatably and slidingly supported in the 
vertical direction by the upper wall of the cabinet 26. The air 
cylinder 34 is connected to the rotating mechanism 32 by 
means of the lever 36. 25 support member 68 is disposed on the upper wall of the 

cabinet 26 by means of a support structure 74, and is posi
tioned above the table 12. 

For this holding mechanism 14, the pushing force of the air 
cylinder 34 is transferred to the holding rod 30 by means of 
the lever 36. Consequently, the holding rod 30 pushes the 
products 100 toward the upper surface 12A of the table 12. 

The nozzle 16 is fixed to the side wall of the cabinet 26 so 30 

that the nozzle 16 does not move in the vertical direction and 
against the table 12. The nozzle 16 is oriented in the horizon
tal direction toward the central portion of the cabinet 26 
where the products 100 are disposed. 

The ball screw assembly 70 comprises a screw 76 extend
ing vertically, and a nut 78 engaged with the screw 76. The 
screw 76 is connected to a slider 80. The slider 80 is supported 
by a pair of rails 82 disposed at the support structure 74, and 
can slide in a vertical direction. The slider 80 is integrated 
with and fixed to the moving portion 72. The nut 78 is con
nected to the rotating shaft of the motor for lifting and low-

As shown in FIG. 1, the nozzle 16 is connected to a pres
surized tank 46 by means of a connecting device 44, compris
ing a wear-resistant hose 40 and a steel pipe 42. 

35 ering the support member 68 by means of a mechanism for 
transmitting a rotational force (not shown). 

When the motor for lifting and lowering the support mem
ber 68 is driven, the rotational force of the motor 68 is trans
ferred to the nut 78. Then when the nut 78 is rotated, since the 

An adjusting device 18 to adjust the amount of shots com
prises a mixing valve 48, which is disposed at the connecting 
device 44 explained in the above paragraph, adjusting equip
ment 49, and a cut gate 50 (a shutoff valve). 

The pressurized tank 46 is connected to a tank 52 for 
storing shots, and comprises a poppet valve 54 and a propor
tional feeder 56, which are disposed between the pressurized 
tank 46 and the tank 52 for storing shots. 

40 screw 76 moves forward and backward against the nut 78, the 
table 12 is lifted and lowered together with the slider 80 and 
the moving portion 72. The air-type shot-treatment machine 
10 is a vertical-type machine. Namely, the direction of the 
rotational axis of the support member corresponds to the 

45 vertical direction, and the table 12 can move in that direction. 
For this air-type shot-treatment machine 10, ifa shortage of 

the shots in the pressurized tank 46 is caused, the poppet valve 
54, disposed on the pressurized tank 46, is opened, and then 
appropriate quantities of shots are transferred to the pressur
ized tank 46 by means of the proportional feeder 56. When the 50 

quantity of the shots in the pressurized tank 46 reaches a 
predetermined level, the proportional feeder 56 and the pop
pet valve 54 are shut down, and then the pressurized tank 46 
is compressed. Then after compressed air flows to the mixing 
valve 48, the cut gate 50 and the adjusting equipment 49 are 55 

opened, and then an appropriate quantity of shots is trans
ferred to the mixing valve 48 from the pressurized tank 46 
through the steel pipe 42, the cut gate 50, and the adjusting 
equipment 49. 

The control device 24 comprises an electrical circuit inside 
the device 24. The control device 24 controls the movements 
of the mixing valve 48, the adjusting equipment 49, the cut 
gate 50, the poppet valve 54, the proportional feeder 56, the 
motor for rotating the support member 58, the motor for 
lifting and lowering the support member 68, etc. The details 
of the function of the control device 24 are explained later, 
together with an explanation on the shot peening treatment. 

The air-type shot-treatment machine 10 further comprises 
the following elements for recovering the shots, in addition to 
the system explained in the above paragraphs: Namely, for the 
air-type shot-treatment machine 10, as shown in FIG. 1, the 
shots projected toward the products 100 are collected in a 
hopper 84 disposed below the table 12, transferred to a hori-
zontal screw-type conveyor 86, and then lifted by means of a 
vertical screw-type conveyor 88. The lifted shots are stored in 
the tank 52, and then pass through a separator 90. 

Since the shots are kept up by a stream of compressed air 60 

flowing to the mixing valve 48, the shots are accelerated. 
Then the shots are projected in the horizontal direction 
together with the compressed air from the nozzle 16 through 
the wear-resistant hose 40. For example, rounded cut wires 
made, by Toyo Seiko Co., Ltd., can be used as the shots. 

The entire constitution of the air-type shot-treatment 
machine 10 is shown in FIGS. 4-6. For the air-type shot-

65 treatment machine 10, dust generated in the cabinet 26 during 
the shot peening treatment is transferred to a dust collector 
118 from a suction port 112 together with air suctioned by a 

The rotating device 20 rotates the table 12. As shown in 
FIG. 3, the rotating device 20 is integrated with a moving 
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ventilator 110 through a duct 114 and a settling chamber 116. 
At the dust collector 118, the dust is filtered, and air is dis
charged. The dust suctioned from the separator 90 is trans
ferred to the dust collector 118 through a settling chamber 
120, and is filtered. A fine powder that is filtered at the settling 5 

chamber 116 and the settling chamber 120 is transferred to a 
box 122 for receiving fine powder. Some of the shots are 
transferred to a sieve 124 for classifying the shots from the 
tank 52 for storing shots. The usable shots are transferred to 
the lower portion of the vertical screw-type conveyor 88, and 10 

are reused. The fine powder separated by the sieve 124 for 
classifying the shots is transferred to the box 122 for receiving 
fine powder. 

Next, the operation of the air-type shot-treatment machine 
15 

10 and the method for shot peening the products 100 are 
explained. 

Below, two examples for processing two types of products 
100 are explained. One type of products 100 is a plurality of 
gears 104 coaxially integrated with a shaft 102 with prede- 20 

termined intervals ( see FIG. 7), and the other type of products 
100 is a plurality of gears 108 coaxially disposed on a shaft 
106 in contact with each other (see FIG. 8). 

First, an ascending and descending door 92, shown in FIG. 
1, of the cabinet 26, is opened. Then a product 100 is placed 25 

on the upper surface 12A of the table 12. At that time, the shaft 
102 is held by the table 12 so that the longitudinal direction of 
the shaft 102 corresponds to the vertical direction. Then the 
ascending and descending door 92 is closed, and the product 
100 is fixed on the table 12 by means of the holding mecha- 30 

nism 14. 
Next, a start switch on a console panel 126, shown in FIG. 

8 
ber 68 so that the plurality of gears 108 are processed in series 
by projecting the shots toward them while the table 12 is 
continuously lifted. 

At that time, by controlling the motor for lifting and low
ering the support member 68 based on the signals transmitted 
from a sensor disposed at the motor 68, the control device 24 
controls the motor 68 so that the table 12 can be continuously 
lifted at a constant speed. 

Further, at that time, the control device 24 controls the 
motor for lifting and lowering the support member 68 so that 
the speed of ascent of the table 12 is changed in response to 
the shape of the product 100 to be processed. For example, 
when the thickness or the diameter of the gears 104 (108) is 
large, the speed of ascent of the table 12 is reduced. In con
trast, when the thickness or the diameter of the gears 104 
(108) is small, the speed of ascent of the table 12 is increased. 

When the shot peening treatment is completed, the control 
device 24 stops projecting the shots by controlling the move
ments of the mixing valve 48, the adjusting equipment 49, the 
cut gate 50, the poppet valve 54, the proportional feeder 56, 
etc. Then the control device 24 stops the motor for rotating the 
support member 58 and the motor for lifting and lowering the 
support member 68. Then the product 100 is released from 
being held by the holding mechanism 14, the ascending and 
descending door 92 is opened, and the product 100 is taken 
out from the cabinet 26. Based on all of these operations, the 
shot peening treatment is completed. 

Below, the effects of the embodiments of this invention are 
explained. 

For the air-type shot-treatment machine 10 ofone embodi
ment of this invention, the nozzle 16 is fixed in the vertical 
direction. Thus, any change of the deformation of the wear
resistant hose 40 connecting the nozzle 16 and the pressurized 

35 tank 46 can be eliminated. Consequently, the change in the 
conditions for the processing for projecting shots can be 
eliminated. 

4, is turned on. Based on this operation, a start signal is 
transmitted from the console panel 126 to the control device 
24. When the control device 24 receives the start signal, the 
device 24 rotates the table 12 by driving the motor for rotating 
the support member 58, and then starts the processing for shot 
peening the product 100 by projecting the shots from the 
nozzle 16 toward the product 100, while controlling the mix
ing valve 48, the adjusting equipment 49, the cut gate 50, the 40 

poppet valve 54, the proportional feeder 56, etc. 
When the product 100 that has a plurality of gears 104 

coaxially integrated with a shaft 102 with predetermined 
intervals, as shown in FIG. 7, is processed, the control device 
24 controls the motor for lifting and lowering the support 45 

member 68 so that the following steps are alternately carried 
out: 

a step for stopping the table 12 moving in the direction of 

Further, the table 12 can ascend and descend in a direction 
along its rotational axis and is lifted and lowered by the lifting 
and lowering device 22, which is controlled by the control 
device 24. Thus, since the present machine can be downsized 
compared to a system in which the entire nozzle 16, a pres
surized tank 46, and several types of valves attached to them, 
etc., are lifted and lowered together, the structure of the 
machine can be simplified. 

Further, as shown in FIG. 3, the motor for lifting and 
lowering the support member 68, which motor acts as a driv
ing source disposed at the lifting and lowering device 22, is 
disposed above the table 12. Thus, the shots projected from its rotational axis at the position where the shots 17 can be 

projected toward any one of the plurality of gears 104, and 
a step for moving the table 12 in the direction of its rota

tional axis to change the gear to be processed by projecting 
the shots from one to another of the plurality of gears 104. 

50 the nozzle 16 can be prevented from hitting the motor 68. 

Namely, when the product 100 has three gears 104, the 
control device 24 controls the motor for lifting and lowering 55 

the support member 68 so that the table 12 is stopped at three 
respective positions, where the gears 104 can be processed. 

At that time, by controlling the motor for lifting and low
ering the support member 68 based on the signals transmitted 
from a sensor disposed at the motor 68, the control device 24 60 

controls the motor 68 and precisely stops the table 12 at the 
required positions so that the shots projected from the nozzle 
16 can properly hit each gear 104. 

In contrast, as shown in FIG. 8, when the product 100 that 
has a plurality of gears 108 coaxially disposed on a shaft 106 65 

in contact with each other is processed, the control device 24 
controls the motor for lifting and lowering the support mem-

Further, the mechanism for transmitting a rotational force 
60 of the rotating device 20 is disposed below the table 12. In 
contrast, the motor for rotating the support member 58 is 
disposed above the mechanism 60. Namely, the motor 58 is 
disposed at the side of the mechanism 60 toward the motor for 
lifting and lowering the support member 68. 

Thus, compared where the motor 58 is disposed below the 
mechanism 60, the air-type shot-treatment machine 10 can be 
downsized in the vertical direction. 

Further, the motor for rotating the support member 58 is 
disposed in the housing of the moving portion 72, which 
housing has a box-like shape. Thus, the shots projected from 
the nozzle 15 can he prevented from hitting the motor 58. 

Further, as shown in FIG. 7, even though the product 100 
has a plurality of gears 104 coaxially disposed on a shaft 102 
at predetermined intervals, the following steps are alternately 
carried out: 
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a step for stopping the table 12 ascending at the position 
where the shots can be projected toward any one of the plu
rality of gears 104, and 

a step for lifting the table 12 to change the gear 104 to be 
processed by projecting the shots 17 from one to another of 5 

the plurality of gears 104. 
Consequently, even though the plurality of gears are 

spaced apart from each other, each gear 104 can be properly 
processed by projecting the shots 17 toward the gear 104. 

Further, as shown in FIG. 8, even though the product 100 10 

has a plurality of gears 108 coaxially disposed on a shaft 106 
in contact with each other, since the table 12 is continuously 
moved, the plurality of gears 108 are processed in series by 
projecting the shots 17 toward them. 

Thus, the plurality of gears 108 that are disposed on a shaft 
106 in contact with each other can be efficiently processed. 

15 

Further, since the speed of the movement of the table 12 is 
changed in response to the shape of the product 100 to be 
processed, the product 100 can be properly processed in 20 

response to its shape. 
Below, examples of the modification of the embodiments 

of this invention are explained. 
In the embodiments explained in the above paragraphs, the 

air-type shot-treatment machine 10 is used as a shot peening 25 

treatment machine. However, it may be used as a shot blasting 
machine. 

Further, in the embodiments explained in the above para
graphs, the table 12 is used as a support member. However, a 
hanger that is suspended from an upper portion of the 30 

machine may be used as a support member. 
Further, in the embodiments explained in the above para

graphs, as shown in FIGS. 7 and 8, the control device 24 
controls the table 12 so that the table 12 ascends so as to carry 

35 
out the shot peening treatment from the top gear of the plu
rality of gears 104 (108). 

However, the table 12 may be controlled so that it descends 
so as to carry out the shot peening treatment from the bottom 
gear of the plurality of gears 104 (108). 

Further, in the embodiments explained in the above para
graphs, the air-type shot-treatment machine 10 is a vertical 
type. However, it may he a horizontal type. In this case, the 
rotational axis of the table 12 extends horizontally. 

40 

In the above paragraphs, the embodiments of the invention 45 

are explained. 
However, the invention is not limited to those embodi

ments, and it is obvious that other many modifications may be 
made within the scope of the invention. 

EXPLANATION OF DENOTATIONS 

10 an air-type shot-treatment machine 
12 a table (a support member) 

50 

16 a nozzle 55 

18 an adjusting device to adjust the quantity of shots 
20 a rotating device 
22 a lifting and lowering device (a moving device) 
24 a control device 
40 a wear-resistant hose 60 

44 a connecting device 
46 a pressurized tank 
58 a motor for rotating a support member 
60 a mechanism for transmitting a rotational force 
68 a motor for lifting and lowering a support member (a 65 

motor for moving a support member) 
72 a moving portion 

10 
The invention claimed is: 
1. An air-type shot-treatment machine comprising: 
a support member to hold an article to be processed, 

wherein the member can rotate the article and move the 
article in a direction along a rotational axis of the support 
member, 

a nozzle to project shots toward the article together with 
compressed air, wherein the nozzle is fixed so that it is 
oriented toward the article, and is connected to a pres
surized tank by means of a connecting device having a 
wear-resistant hose, 

an adjusting device to adjust a quantity of shots to be 
projected from the nozzle, wherein the adjusting device 
is disposed at the connecting device, 
a rotating device to rotate the support member, 
a moving device to move the support member in a direc

tion along the rotational axis of the support member, 
and 

a control device to control the adjusting device and the 
rotating device so that while the support member is 
being rotated, the shots are projected toward the 
article held by the support member, and further to 
control the moving device so that the support member 
is moved in the direction along the rotational axis of 
the support member, 

wherein the moving device further comprises: 
the motor for moving the support member in a direction of 

the rotational axis of the support member, wherein the 
motor is disposed at the side of one end of the rotational 
axis of the support member, and 
a moving portion that is integrated with the rotating 

device, wherein the moving portion can move in the 
direction of the rotational axis of the support member 
together with the support member, and can move in 
the direction of the rotational axis of the support 
member by means of the rotational force of the motor 
for moving the support member, and 

wherein the rotating device further comprises: 
a mechanism for transmitting a rotational force con

nected to the support member, wherein the mecha
nism is disposed at the side of the other end of the 
rotational axis of the support member, and 

a motor for rotating the support member to give a rota
tional force to the support member by means of the 
mechanism for transmitting the rotational force, 
wherein the motor is disposed at the side of one end of 
the mechanism for transmitting a rotational force in 
the direction of the rotational axis of the support 
member, the side of one end of the mechanism for 
transmitting a rotational force facing toward the 
motor for moving the support member, and 

wherein the support member is disposed at one side in the 
direction of the rotational axis of the support member 
relative to the mechanism for transmitting a rotational 
force, and the motor for rotating the support member is 
disposed at the one side in the direction of the rotational 
axis relative to the mechanism for transmitting a rota
tional force. 

2. The air-type shot-treatment machine of claim 1, 
wherein the support member can be moved in a vertical 

direction that corresponds to the direction along the 
rotational axis of the support member, 

wherein the nozzle can project shots in the horizontal 
direction, and 

wherein the moving device has a motor for moving the 
support member in the direction along the rotational axis 
of the support member, which motor is disposed above 
the support member. 
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3. The air-type shot-treatment machine of claim 1, wherein 
the moving portion has a box-like shaped housing, and the 
motor for rotating the support member is disposed in the 
housing of the moving portion. 

4. The air-type shot-treatment machine of any one of 5 
claims 1, 2 or 3, 

wherein the machine processes products that have a plu
rality of gears coaxially disposed on a shaft at predeter
mined intervals, and wherein the shaft is held by the 
support member so that the longitudinal direction of the 

10 
shaft corresponds to the rotational axis of the support 
member, 

wherein the control device controls the moving device so 
that the following steps are alternately carried out: 

a step for stopping the support member moving in the 
direction of its rotational axis at the position where the 15 

shots can be projected toward any one of the plurality of 
gears, and 

a step for moving the support member in the direction of its 
rotational axis to change the gear to be processed by 
projecting the shots from one to another of the plurality 20 

of gears. 

12 
5. The air-type shot-treatment machine of any one of 

claims 1, 2 or 3, 

wherein the machine processes the products that have a 
plurality of gears coaxially disposed on a shaft in contact 
with each other, and wherein the shaft is held by the 
support member so that the longitudinal direction of the 
shaft corresponds to the rotational axis of the support 
member, and 

wherein the control device controls the moving device so 
that the plurality of gears are processed in series by 
projecting the shots toward them while the support 
member is continuously moved. 

6. The air-type shot treatment machine ofany one of claims 
1, 2 or 3, 

wherein the control device controls the moving device so 
that the speed of the movement of the support member is 
changed in response to the shape of the article to be 
processed. 

* * * * * 


